Abstract
How to accurately and effectively identify people has always been an interesting topic, both in research and in industry. With the rapid development of artificial intelligence in recent years, facial recognition gains more and more attention. Compared with the traditional card recognition, fingerprint recognition and iris recognition, face recognition has many advantages, including but limit to non-contact, high concurrency, and user friendly. It has high potential to be used in government, public facilities, security, e-commerce, retailing, education and many other fields.
Deep learning is one of the new and important branches in machine learning. Deep learning refers to a set of algorithms that solve various problems such as images and texts by using various machine learning algorithms in multi-layer neural networks. Deep learning can be classified as a neural network from the general category, but there are many changes in the concrete realization.
At the core of deep learning is feature learning, which is designed to obtain hierarchical information through hierarchical networks, so as to solve the important problems that previously required artificial design features. Deep Learning is a framework that contains several important algorithms. For different applications (images, voice, text), you need to use different network models to achieve better results.
With the development of deep learning and the introduction of deep convolutional neural networks, the accuracy and speed of face recognition have made great strides. However, as we said above, the results from different networks and models are very different. In this paper, facial features are extracted by merging and comparing multiple models, and then a deep neural network is constructed to train and construct the combined features. In this way, the advantages of multiple models can be combined to mention the recognition accuracy. After getting a model with high accuracy, we build a product model. This article compares the pure-client model with the serverclient model, analyzes the pros and cons of the two models, and analyzes the various commercial products that are required for the server-client model.
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Deep neural network, face recognition, server-client model, business model, deep multi-model fusion, convolutional neural network。 and information technologies are rapidly integrating into everyday human life. As the digital world and real world merge more and more together, how to accurately and effectively identify users and improve information security has become an important research topic.
Not only in the civil area, in particular, since the 9-11 terrorist attacks, governments all over the world have made urgent demands on this issue, prompting the development of emerging identification methods. Traditional identity recognition technology mainly rely on the individual's own memory (password, username, etc.) or foreign objects (ID card, key, etc.). However, whether by virtue of foreign objects or their own memory, there are serious security risks. It is not only difficult to regain the original identity material, but also the identity information is easily acquired by others if the identification items that prove their identity are stolen or forgotten. As a result, if the identity is impersonated by others, then there will be serious consequences.
Different from the traditional identity recognition technology, biometrics is the use of the inherent characteristics of the body for identification, such as fingerprints, irises, face and so on.
Compared with the traditional identity recognition technology, biological features have many advantages, as: 1. Reproducibility, biological characteristics are born with, cannot be changed, so it is impossible to copy other people's biological characteristics. 2. Availability, biological features as part of the human body, readily available, and will never be forgotten. 3. Easy to use. Many biological characteristics will not require individuals to corporate with the examine device. Based on the above advantages, biometrics has attracted the attention of major corporations and research institutes and has successfully replaced traditional recognition technologies in many fields. And with the rapid development of computer and artificial intelligence, biometrics technology is easy to cooperate with computers and networks to realize automation management, and is rapidly integrating into people's daily life.
When comparing the differences between different biometrics, we can see that the cost of facial recognition is low, the acceptance from user is easy, and the acquisition of information is easy. Facial recognition is the use of computer vision technology and related algorithms, from the pictures or videos to find faces, and then analysis of the identity. In addition, further analysis of the acquired face, may conduct some additional attributes of the individual, such as gender, age, emotion, and etc.
APPLICATION OF THIS RESEARCH
Face recognition can be traced back to the sixties and seventies of the last century, and after decades of twists and turns of development has matured. The traditional face detection method relies mainly on the structural features of the face and the color characteristics of the face. Some traditional face recognition algorithms identify facial features by extracting landmarks, or features, from an image of the subject's face. For example, as shown in Figure 1. 1, an algorithm may analyze the relative position, size, and/or shape of the eyes, nose, cheekbones, and jaw. These features are then used to search for other images with matching features. These kinds of algorithms can be complicated, require lots of compute power, hence could be slow in performance. And they can also be inaccurate when the faces show clear emotional expressions, since the size and position of the landmarks can be altered significantly in such circumstance. 
ANALYSIS OF PROBLEM STATEMENT
A complete face recognition system includes face detection, face preprocessing and face recognition processes. Therefore, it is necessary to extract the face region from the face detection process and separate the face from the background pattern, which provides the basis for the subsequent extraction of the face difference features. The recent rise of the face based on the depth of learning detection methods, compared to the traditional method not only shorten the time, and the accuracy is effectively improved. Face recognition of the separated faces is a process of feature extraction and contrast identification of the normalized face images in order to obtain the identity of human faces in the images.
In this paper, we will first summarize and analyze the present research results of face recognition technology, and studies a face recognition algorithm based on feature fusion. The algorithm flow consists of face image preprocessing, combination feature construction and combination feature training.
Chapter 2 Theoretical Background

ANALYSIS OF RELATED WORK
In Chapter 1, we introduced the facial recognition, discussed the use case and bright future of this technology. A tremendous amount of research and effort from many major company and universities and been dedicated to this field. In the first part of this chapter, we will review the most significant work in the facial recognition field.
FACE DETECTION AND FACE TRACKING
This article Robust Real-time Object Detection [2] is the most frequently cited article in a series of articles by Viola that makes face detection truly workable. We can learn about several face detection methods and algorithm from this publication. The article Fast rotation invariant multi-view face detection based on real Adaboost [3] for the first time real adaboost applied to object detection, and proposed a more mature and practical multi-face detection framework, the nest structure mentioned on the cascade structure improvements also have good results. The article The above 3 papers discussed about the face detection and face tracking problems.
According to the research result in these papers, we can make real time face detection systems.
The main purpose is to find the position and size of each face in the image or video, but for tracking, it is also necessary to determine the correspondence between different faces in the frame.
FACE POSITIONING AND ALIGNMENT
Earlier localization of facial feature points focused on two or three key points, such as locating the center of the eyeball and the center of the mouth, but later introduced more points and added mutual restraint to improve the accuracy and stability of positioning Sex. The article Active Shape Models-Their Training and Application [5] is a model of dozens of facial feature points and texture and positional relationship constraints considered together for calculation. Although ASM has more articles to improve, it is worth mentioning that the AMM model, but also another important idea is to improve the original article based on the edge of the texture model. The regression-based approach presented in the paper Boosted Regression Active Shape Models [6] is better than the one based on the categorical apparent model. The article Face Alignment by Explicit Shape Regression [7] is another aspect of ASM improvement and an improvement on the shape model itself. Is based on the linear combination of training samples to constrain the shape, the effect of alignment is currently seen the best.
The purpose of the facial feature point positioning is to further determine facial feature points (eyes, mouth center points, eyes, mouth contour points, organ contour points, etc.) on the basis of the face area detected by the face detection / tracking, s position. These 3 articles show the methods for face positioning and face alignment. The basic idea of locating the face feature points is to combine the texture features of the face locals and the position constraints of the organ feature points.
FACE FEATURE EXTRACTION
PCA-based eigenfaces [8] are one of the most classic algorithms for face recognition.
Although today's PCA is more used in dimensionality reduction in real systems than classification, such a classic approach deserves our attention. The article Local Gabor Binary Pattern Histogram Sequence (LGBPHS): A Novel Non-Statistical Model for Face Representation and Recognition [9] is close to many mature commercial systems. In many practical systems, a framework for extracting authentication information is PCA and LDA. Using PDA to reduce matrix to avoid the matrix singularity problem of LDA solving, then using LDA to extract the features suitable for classification, To further identify the various original features extracted after the decision-level fusion. Although some of the LFW test protocols are not reasonable, there is indeed a face recognition library that is closest to the actual data. In this article, Blessing Dimensionality: Highdimensional Feature and Its Efficient Compression for Face Verification [10] , the use of precise positioning point as a reference to face multi-scale, multi-regional representation of the idea is worth learning, can be combined with a variety of representation.
The above 3 papers discussed about facial feature positioning/alignment. Facial feature extraction is a face image into a string of fixed-length numerical process. This string of numbers is called the "Face Feature" and has the ability to characterize this face. Human face to mention the characteristics of the process of input is "a face map" and "facial features key points coordinates", the output is the corresponding face of a numerical string (feature). Face to face feature algorithm will be based on facial features of the key point coordinates of the human face pre-determined mode, and then calculate the features. In recent years, the deep learning method basically ruled the face lift feature algorithm, In the articles mentioned above, they showed the progress of research in this area. These algorithms are fixed time length algorithm. Earlier face feature models are larger, slow, only used in the background service. However, some recent studies can optimize the model size and operation speed to be available to the mobile terminal under the premise of the basic guarantee algorithm effect.
THEORETICAL IDEA OF PROPOSED WORK
Face recognition is essentially pattern recognition, and the purpose is to abstract real things into numbers that computers can understand. If a picture is a 256 bit-color image, then each pixel of the image is a value between 0 and 255, so we can convert an image into a matrix. How to identify the patterns in this matrix? One way is to use a relatively small matrix to sweep from left to right and top to bottom in this large matrix. Within each small matrix block, we can count the number of occurrences of each color from 0 to 255. So we can express the characteristics of this block.
Through this scan, we get another matrix consisting of many small matrix block features.
And this matrix is smaller than the original matrix. Then, for this smaller matrix, perform the above steps again to perform a feature "concentration". In another sense, it is abstracted. Finally, after In the past ten years, the research work of artificial neural networks has been deepened, and great progress has been made. It has successfully solved many problems in the fields of pattern recognition, intelligent robots, automatic control, predictive estimation, biology, medicine, and economy. Practical problems that are difficult to solve in modern computers, showing good intelligence.
The artificial neural network model mainly considers the topology of the network connection, the characteristics of the neurons, and the learning rules. At present, there are nearly 40 kinds of neural network models, including back propagation network, perceptron, selforganizing map, Hopfield network, Boltzmann machine, adaptive resonance theory and so on.
According to the topology of the connection, the neural network model can be divided into:
Feedforward network and Feedback network.
Feedforward network: Each neuron in the network accepts the input of the previous stage and outputs it to the next stage. There is no feedback in the network, and it can be represented by a directed loop-free graph. This kind of network realizes the transformation of signals from input space to output space, and its information processing capability comes from multiple recombination of simple nonlinear functions. The network structure is simple and easy to implement. The backhaul network is a typical forward network.
Feedback network: There is feedback between neurons in the network, which can be represented by an undirected complete graph. The information processing of this neural network is a state transition that can be handled by dynamic system theory. The stability of the system is closely related to the associative memory function. Both the Hopfield network and the Boltzmann machine belong to this type. The convolutional neurons respond to a portion of the input from the previous layer (called the local receptive field, with overlap between the regions), extracting higher-level features of the input; the neurons of the pooled layer are input to the previous layer. A portion of the area (no overlap between the areas) is averaged or maximized to resist slight deformation or displacement of the input. The latter layers of the convolutional neural network are typically an output layer of a number of fully connected layers and a classifier.
BUILD FACE RECOGNITION MODEL WITH CNN
At present, face recognition algorithms can be roughly divided into two categories:
(1) Representation-based methods. The basic idea is to convert two-dimensional face input into another space, and then use statistical methods to analyze face patterns, such as Eigenface, Fisherface, and SVM.
(2) A feature-based method generally extracts local or global features and then sends a classifier for face recognition, such as recognition based on set features and HMM.
Convolutional neural network for face recognition can be considered as a feature-based method. It is different from traditional artificial feature extraction and high-performance classifier design for features. Its advantage is that feature extraction is performed by layer-by-layer convolution dimension reduction, and then through multi-layer nonlinear mapping, the network can automatically learn from the unprocessed training samples to form a feature extractor and classifier that adapts to the recognition task. This method reduces the requirements on the training samples, and the number of layers of the network. The more it learns, the more global the features are.
THEORY
Convolutional neural network is a deformation of multi-layer perceptron inspired by biological vision and the most simplified preprocessing operation. It is essentially a forward feedback neural network. The biggest difference between convolutional neural network and multilayer perceptron is network. The first few layers are composed of a convolutional layer and a pooled layer alternately cascaded to simulate a simple cascade of cells and complex cells for highlevel feature extraction in the visual cortex. [12] In Figure 3 , it shows how a classical LeNet-5 CNN works for face recognition. The network was proposed by LeCun et al [13] , and it is composed by below layers:
Convolution layer: The convolutional layer simulates the process of extracting some primary visual features by using simple methods of local connection and weight sharing to simulate simple cells with local receptive fields. Local connection means that each neuron on the convolutional layer is connected with the neurons in the fixed area in the previous feature map; weight sharing means that the neurons in the same feature map use the same connection strength and the previous layer. Connection, can reduce the network training parameters, the same set of connection strength is a feature extractor, which is realized as a convolution kernel in the process of calculation, and the convolution kernel value is randomly initialized first, and finally determined by network training.
The pooling/sampling layer: The pooled layer simulates complex cells as a process of screening and combining primary visual features into more advanced, abstract visual features. It is implemented by sampling in the network. After sampling by the pooling layer, the number of output feature maps is unchanged, but the size of the feature map becomes smaller, which has the effect of reducing the computational complexity and resisting small displacement changes.
The pooling layer proposed in this paper adopts large-value sampling, and the sampling size is 2*2, that is, the input feature map is divided into non-overlapping 2*2 rectangles, and the maximum value is taken for each rectangle, so the output feature map is output. Both the length and the width are half of the input feature map. The neurons in the pooled layer defined in this paper do not have the learning function.
The fully connected layer: In order to enhance the nonlinearity of the network and limit the size of the network, the network extracts features from the four feature extraction layers and accesses a fully connected layer. Each neuron of the layer is interconnected with all neurons of the previous layer. The same layer of neurons are not connected.
BUILD SIAMESE NETWORK WITH CNN
After comparing different neural networks and their characteristics, we used Siamese network to resolve the problem. The Siamese network is neural network for measuring of similarity. It can be used for category identification, classification, etc., in the scenario when there are many categories, but the number of samples per category is small. The traditional classification method for distinguishing is to know exactly which class each sample belongs to and need to have an exact label for each sample. And the relative number of tags is not too much. These methods are less applicable when the number of categories is too large and the number of samples per category is relatively small. In fact, it is also very well understood. For the entire data set, our data volume is available, but for each category, there can be only a few samples, then using the classification algorithm to do it, because each category of samples is too Less, we can't train any good results at all, so we can only find a new way to train this data set, thus proposing the Siamese network, as showing in Figure 4 . The Siamese network learns a similarity measure from the data and uses the learned metric to compare and match the samples of the new unknown category. This method can be applied to classification problems where the number of classes is large, or the entire training sample cannot be used for previous method training.
The machine we used for this article is on Ubuntu 18 operating system. The CPU is Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-7300HQ CPU @ 2.50GHz with 4 cores. The memory is dual channel DDR 4 8GB SDRAM. We train our neural network using NVIDIA GPU GeForce GTX 1050 with 4GB GPU RAM. The GPU driver version is 390.48. We use Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) version 9.0, and NVIDIA CUDA Deep Neural Network (cuDNN) version 7.0 for CUDA 9.0. We build the Siamese network with below parameters: 
TRAIN THE NEURAL NETWORK
The face database we choose is ORL [15] . The ORL face database consists of 400 pictures of 40 people, that is, 10 pictures per person. The face has expressions, tiny gestures and so on. The training processing is performed on the two databases, and 90% of the faces in the library are randomly selected as the training set, and the remaining 10% of the faces are used as test sets, and then the faces in the two sets are standardized. The training process was using GPU, as shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6 . We can see during training, the CPU usage went to 100%, and the working temperature increased dramatically. Figure 11 . But all these groundbreaking result still stays in the laboratory. Applications of face recognition in the real world is hard to see. For example, you cannot see it be used in DMV to void fake id, you cannot see it in a daycare to make sure the right person pick up the right kid, you cannot see it in a fitness club to make customer check-in more pleasant. Figure 11 . Face recognition models and their accuracy [16] .
The key gap between face recognition research and industrial usage is the application. You can see different algorithm companies provided different APIs, but how to turn the API into the real product is a tough problem laying in front of potential industrial users.
SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
Many aspects need to be take into consideration when building towards a commercial usable system. We are targeting at a system architecture that is high performance, scalable, agile, and low cost. The high performance means the system will give out result at milliseconds level, and have high threshold with high concurrency. Scalable means the system can scale well as the needs increases, from a single node machine to a multi node cluster. Agile means the system should be easily modifiable, and be able to apply to different domain with ease. Low cost not only means the deployment cost is low, also the development cast and maintenance cost. To achieve all the goals, we need to resolve many practical problems.
CHOOSE BETWEEN CPU AND GPU
Although GPU was not designed for neural network initially, but it has the features which put it into a better position than CPU for the neural network calculations: 1. Provides the infrastructure of multi-core parallel computing, and has a large number of cores, which can support parallel computing of large amounts of data. Parallel computing or parallel computing is relative to serial computing. It is an algorithm that can execute multiple instructions at a time, with the goal of increasing the speed of calculations and solving large and complex computational problems by expanding the problem solving scale. 2. Has a higher speed of memory access. 3. Has higher floating point computing power. Floating-point computing power is an important indicator of multimedia and 3D graphics processing related to processors. In today's computer technology, due to the application of a large number of multimedia technologies, the calculation of floating point numbers has been greatly increased, such as the rendering of 3D graphics, so the ability of floating point computing is an important indicator to examine the computing power of the processor.
A test done by V Chu [17] shows that, depending on the GPU you choose, the performance gain of a GPU over CPU on neural network calculation can be between 43 times to 167 times, as shown in Figure 12 . So, to achieve the high performance, our system will need to use GPU for the neural network related processes. 
CHOOSE BETWEEN ALL-IN-ONE AND CLIENT-SERVER ARCHITECTURE
The demos from many face recognition research institutions are using all-in-one architecture. In these examples [18] , all processing unit are inside same system. This is very good for prototyping, but has issues on industrial applications. The first problem to be considered is the size, cost and power consumption of a graphic card. Figure 13 shows a RTX 2080 Ti graphic card held by NVIDIA CEO Jensen Huang. The size is so big that it cannot be put into small size appliances. The power consumption is 280W, with huge amount of heats generated when running at full potential. The price is no less than $999 for 1 pieces, which limit bulk deployment of it. Figure 13 . A RTX 2080 Ti graphic card held by NVIDIA CEO Jensen Huang [19] Despite all the limitations of the graphic card, its computational power is superior. In our stress test with a GTX 1080 Ti graphic card, it can extract facial features from 200 pictures at same time, with an average of 25 milliseconds processing time per picture. All the limitations and features are implicating that the server-client architecture will perform well. Figure 14 shows the client-server architecture with GPU we designed to fulfill the requirement. The whole system has 2 sub-systems: user registration system and real time recognition system, and these 2 sub-systems share compute-heavy components to reduce the complexity and cost. The client side of user registration system will take user picture and user input, i.e. employee id. Then the picture and user input is sent to the server, where GPU resides.
THE CLIENT-SERVER ARCHITECTURE WITH GPU
The GPU will process the picture, first detect human face and then extract the picture into vector.
The vector is then stored into database with the user input. Figure 14 . Client-server architecture with GPU In the real time recognition system, the client camera will be used to capture real time videos. In our first design, the client will send video feed to the server no matter what was captured.
During the stress test, we found this method will put too much load into the server. So we added a motion detection component to the client. This component can be done with opencv libraries, and can be deployed on both desk-top level clients, and mobile clients. The motion detection will significantly reduce the amount of image which need to be processed for face detection.
After a motion is detected, the video feed will be processed and only send n frames of pictures to the server. The server's face detection components will try to detect the face from the image, it will be able to detect multiple faces from single image. If there is no face detected, the image will be discarded. If one or multiple faces were detected, each face will be cropped from the original image, aligned, resized, and marked with a unique ID and send to the vector extraction processer. The vector extraction processer will read the pre-processed human face image and extract each face into a vector. The vector will be combined with the unique request ID, and start a query into the face feature database. The Euclidean distance will be calculated against the current face vector and the face vectors retrieved from the database. This step can be done by CPU. After all the distances have been calculated, they will be sorted and generated the list n distances. A message similar to below format will be generated:
This message will be sent back to the client, and on the client, the customer can have their own rules on what will happen, i.e. allow employee badge-in, tell if an I.D. card is fake and etc. In the meanwhile, the message can be sent to a different database, which logs the activities, and it can hook up with customers' ERP system. The images can also be saved for further training, to improve the model performance on this particular group of people.
DATABASE DESIGN
To preserve data, this system will use its own database. We will use MySql relational database management system as an example in this article. An obvious way to for storing the human face picture into the database is to use blob (binary large object). But if the image are stored in the database, every time to do the face compare, the GPU need to re-extract the vector from the images. For large dataset, the wait will be long. To avoid this issues, we will first extract the vectors from human face image, and only save the vectors into the database. And we also need to associate the vector with an identification property. User_id/employee_id/customer_id will be good choice for this identification property. So, depending on how many vectors will the model extract, the main table structure in the database will look like below:
According to database normalization rules, the database belongs to this system shouldn't store anything other than the ID and face vector. Since many user information can change rapidly inside on organization, bring any other column into this database will be redundant and require additional work to maintain data integrity. The database can retrieve/send information to other enterprise database like ERP, Clarify and etc. with just ID column, like showing in Figure 15 . According to our experiment, one tweak in the database design is to not make the ID column a unique key or primary key column. By doing this, the performance can be significantly improved. For example, after the system is online for 10 days, you gathered one face with ID=9 10 times, with slightly different vectors every time. You can save all these 10 vectors into this main table. One the 11 th day, when person with ID=10 go through the camera, the picture is processed, and the top 3 candidates from the processing engine will show ID=10 more than 1 times. This result will give client more confidence to justify the person is the one with ID=10.
NODE FRAMEWORK AS SERVER
Node.js is a JavaScript runtime environment, released in May 2009 by Ryan Dahl, which essentially encapsulates the Chrome V8 engine. Node.js is neither a JavaScript framework, nor a browser-side library. Node.js is a development platform that lets JavaScript run on the server side, making JavaScript a scripting language that is on par with server-side languages like PHP, Python, Perl, and Ruby.
The V8 engine itself uses some of the latest compilation techniques. This allows code written in a scripting language such as JavaScript to run at a much faster speed and saves development costs. The demand for performance is a key factor in Node. JavaScript is an eventdriven language, and Node takes advantage of this to write highly scalable servers. Node uses an architecture called an "event loop" that makes writing a highly scalable server easy and secure.
There are many different techniques for improving server performance. Node chose an architecture that improves performance while reducing development complexity. This is a very important feature. Concurrent programming is often complex and full of mines. Node bypasses these, but still provides good performance.
Node uses a series of "non-blocking" libraries to support the way the event loops.
Essentially, it provides an interface for resources such as file systems and databases. When a request is sent to the file system, there is no need to wait for the hard disk (addressing and retrieving the file), and the non-blocking interface notifies Node when the hard disk is ready. The model simplifies access to slow resources in an extensible way, intuitive and easy to understand.
Especially for users who are familiar with DOM events such as onmouseover and onclick, there is a feeling of deja vu.
Although running JavaScript on the server side is not unique to Node, it is a powerful feature. I have to admit that the browser environment limits our freedom to choose a programming language. The desire to share code between any server and an increasingly complex browser client application can only be achieved through JavaScript. Although there are other platforms that support JavaScript running on the server side, because of the above characteristics, Node has developed rapidly and become top choice for many developers. system, the I/O is not the bottle neck, but Node still is our best choice. Because for GPU to detect face and extract vector from face image, and average of 25 milliseconds will be consumed. With the non-block feature of Node, the whole process will not just wait there for 25 seconds each time a request comes. The Node sever will send the request to GPU, then keeps handling new requests.
After GPU finished its work, it will run the call back function, and the server will pick up what's left on the request and move one. This increased the concurrency of the system significantly. Figure 17 shows how the node server react with the neural network model in our system.
When request comes in, the node sever will send the request to the neural network model. The neural network, which can be deployed in any format, will take the task and run it on GPU. While this workload is running, node server will not wait for it to finish, but keeps accepting request from the caller. After the neural network model retuned the calculation result, node server will package it with other necessary information, and send the feedback to the caller. We proposed to build a high performance, scalable, agile, and low cost face recognition system. We divide the proposed approach into several small sub projects. First, we studied neural network and convolutional neural network. Based on the theory of deep learning, we built the Siamese network which will train the neural network based on similarities. Then we examine and compare the available open source data set, we chose ORL dataset and trained the model with GPU. The model will take a human face image and extract it into a vector. Then the distance between vectors are compared to determine if two faces on different picture belongs to the same person.
Then we did the study, compare, design and build a system to work with the neural network model. The system uses client-server architecture. GPU is used on the server side to provide high performance. We also de-coupled the main components of the system to make it flexible and scalable. We used the non-block and asynchronies features of Node.JS to increase the system's concurrency. Since the entire system is modularized, it can be used in different domains, thus reduced the development cost.
FUTURE WORK
When build the neural network model, there are many parameters which can be tuned to increase the model performance. We can keep tuning our models to increase its accuracy.
Also, for a trained base model, we can re-train it using a specific dataset. So another way to increase the whole system's performance is to capture the specific people's images and re-train the model based on this small dataset. For example, if an organization with 3000 people uses this system, the model can be trained to be very accurate on these 3000 people. We can employ and automate this feature into the system.
